massage relaxation sleep

ZeroG™ 2.0 Immersion Seating™
totally redefines relaxation.
Forget all you know about massage chairs. Human Touch
has rethought, redesigned, and reengineered the massage
chair experience. Human Touch Immersion Seating™ literally moves you
from the stress and strain of the day to the greatest depths of relief, relaxation and
wellness. The Human Touch Immersion Experience will reset your mind and body
to perform your best and do what you do BETTER™.
Human Touch ZeroG™ 2.0
shown in zero-gravity mode.

DEFY GRAVITY™ with
Human Touch ergonomics.

Touch feature benefit to see more.

Immersion Massage Experience

Foot & Calf Relief

massage relaxation sleep

ERGONOMIC RECLINE-MOTION
GEOMETRY
Get centered. Get relaxed. HT
Immersion Seating™ is designed
with persistent ergonomic precision.
The ZeroG™ 2.0 moves you in
maximum comfort.
Ergonomic
Immersion Motion

AUTO-IMMERSION MASSAGE
PROGRAMS
Four full-body Auto-Immersion
Programs featuring patented
Human Touch Technology® simulate
the hands and techniques of trained
massage professionals.

Take control with the
ZeroG™ 2.0 Immersion Director
Auto-Immersion Programs
Indicate the depth of your needs
and the ZeroG™ 2.0 will take you
there with several therapeutic
experiences prescribed by the
HT Wellness Council.

GO TO ZERO™

Targeted Muscle
Benefits
The immersive experience
provides deep healing at
a core level.

Body-Match
Customization
Easily tailor the Human
Touch Immersion Seating™
Experience to match your
body type and size.

New Massage Engine
Massage from the top of the
neck all the way to the pelvis.

Reach your destination.
Recline to the Neutral Posture
that physicians recommend as
the healthiest way to sit. This
zero-gravity position de-loads
the spine and the related pain
and pressure on vertebrae
and discs.

PART NUMBER:

100-ZG20-005 (Espresso - SōfHyde)
100-ZG20-002 (Black - SōfHyde)

Authority On Wellness
Human Touch Immersion Seating™ is developed with the professional authority of our
exclusive team of health and wellness professionals.
Immersion Seating takes you from “doing”
to “being”. It’s the healthy massage habit that
moves our minds into greater relaxation.
™

DIMENSIONS:
Chair Size (upright): 43” L x 28” W x 42” H
Chair Size (reclined): 66” L x 28” W x 31” H

3-Year Limited Warranty

Exclusively endorsed by
Dr. James Rouse, Naturopathic Physician
Human Touch Wellness Authority

®

Human Touch , LLC
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Targeted Muscle Benefits
Don’t ask how we do it – just enjoy the benefits of a true
human touch massage. Life-like massage action is powerful and
targeted. It’s easy to get the relief you need with simple controls that
describe exactly what you can do for tired, tight, and stressed muscles.
“Stretch”, “flex”, “tone”, and “ease” do for your muscles exactly what they
say. It’s easy to understand, even easier to fall in love with the benefits.
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Go To Zero™
Ergonomically persistent motion that doesn’t stop until
you feel better®. Immersion motion defies gravity, releasing that
aching weight from your back. Massage chairs and recliner chairs are
static angular motion devices. A Human Touch Immersion Massage
Seat conducts a gliding, multi-sensory, mind-and-body centering
experience that relieves stress and pain.

home

Relief and Comfort
Immersion Seating™ delivers on its promise of wellness
benefits from head to toe. It’s hard to believe that the built-in
foot-and-calf massager can be so powerfully effective and still so easy
to hide. Simply slide your weary feet into the advanced massage
technology and feel the life spring back into your step! Experience
Human Touch exclusive, patented Figure-Eight® Technology for true
massage CirQlation® benefits.

Take Control
The Human Touch
Immersion Director
attends to all your needs
with smart, professional,
effortless direction.
Targeted Benefits are easy to
understand and easy to fall in
love with.

Go automatic – all

you have to do is surrender to the
benefits of professionally
prescribed Human Touch
Immersion.

Body-match

presents an articulate collection
of settings that tailor the
massage experience to match
your body type, size, and needs.
A real power position –
posture adjustments effortlessly
place you into total Immersion
faster than you can say 'ahhhh'.

NASA
Ergonomics

Upper Cervical
Health

Aromatherapy

Chiropractic

Yoga & Health

Sleep
Dr. James Rouse

Sleep Expert
Human Touch Wellness Authority

more...

Human Touch Wellness
Authority drives HT
development with
revolutionary innovation.
From doctors to professional athletes,
wellness practitioners to natural
healers, this exclusive Human Touch
team of Wellness Professionals shapes
and guides our products.

